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1. The state that's rebounding from the nurse
shortage Full story

2. Ohio system shakes up leadership Full story

3. 80 hospitals, health systems cutting jobs Full
story

4. Leading systems like Inova and Sutter Health
are doubling down on robotic surgery. Uncover
the keys to a successful robotic surgery program
during this annual event. Full story

5. Blue Shield of California shrugs CVS for Mark
Cuban, Amazon pharmacies Full story

6. In-demand qualifications for health system
CEOs Full story

7. Creating a connected patient experience isn't
easy, but these 3 healthcare organizations were
able to get it done. Here's how.  

8. Mayo Clinic reports $547M Q2 net profit Full
story

Becker's 8th Health IT
+ Digital Health +
Revenue Cycle
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9. Former Kaiser Medical Group CEO has
concerns about Risant Full story

10. CMS fines 3 hospitals for alleged price
transparency violations Full story

11. The many routes for applying AI can be
paralyzing. These experts will steer you to ideal
use cases for scale + responsible use in
healthcare — join us live.  

12. Montefiore's 'secret sauce' for genuine
care Full story

13. Disruptors like Amazon, CVS driving up
provider salaries Full story

14. University Hospitals chief medical officer exits
for Tenet role Full story

15. 20 best cities for Gen Z  Full story

Becker's Learning Opportunities -
Access in One Click

1. Innovation at breakneck speed is possible —
with the right support. See how this pharma
company is streamlining operations and better
engaging staff here.

2. Accurate value sets are crucial to a healthcare
organization's success, but creating them can be
difficult. Get tips on streamlining the process
here.

3. 275+ health systems using this finance tool
know disparate systems = mayhem. Read how 1
Iowa hospital reduced month-end close by 50% —
with happier staff.

Follow us on social media:

 Twitter | Facebook | LinkedIn

3,500+ health system
executives and leaders

are gathering in
October to shape the
future of healthcare.

Don't miss out! Apply
now to be a guest

reviewer and attend the
conference for free!

 

MyBHC

MyBHC offers a
collaborative,
personalized

experience with
Becker's content,

connections, events
and learning

opportunities. Register
today.
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